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The object of this paper is to develop certain general theorems about con-

vergence factors. In the case of series we shall mean by convergence factors a

set of functions of a parameter which, when introduced as factors of the succes-

sive terms of the series, cause a divergent series to converge, or a series which

is already convergent to converge more rapidly, throughout a certain range of

values of the parameter. In the case of integrals we shall mean by a conver-

gence factor a function of the variable of integration and a new parameter

which, when introduced as a factor of the integrand, causes a divergent integral

to converge, or an integral which is already convergent to converge more

rapidly, throughout a certain range of values of the parameter.

Although the name convergence factor is of recent origin, the subject itself,

in the simple case of a convergent series, goes back to Abel and virtually takes

its rise in his well known theorem on the continuity of a power series. The

successive powers of x in the terms of a power series are, in fact, convergence

factors of a simple nature, though not ordinarily regarded as such.

The first attempt to extend the theory of convergence factors to general types

of divergent series was made by FROBENius.f The class of series which he

considered will be designated in this paper as summable series J and may be

defined as follows : Given a series

u0 + ux+u2-\-,

we represent by sn the sum of its first ( n + 1 ) terms and form

_ s0 + sx + s2 + ■ ■ ■ + sn

n + 1
If the limit

lim S
n

n=oo

* Presented to the Society February 23, 1907.    Received for publication February 25, 1907.

tCrelle's Journal, vol. 89 (1880), p. 262.

X Many authors use this term in a more general sense.
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exists, we say that the series is summable and attach to it the value of that

limit. It is a well known and easily established theorem that every convergent

series is summable, and that the process of summation leads to the value of the

series as ordinarily defined.

The theorem proved by Frobenius in the article above mentioned includes

only the simple class of convergence factors first considered by Abel, i. e.,

successive powers of the parameter. A more general theorem was proved by

Fejér,* in which the convergence factors have the form ef>(0),cb(t),cb(2t), ••-.

A similar theorem concerning still more general convergence factors was stated

without proof by Hardy at the close of a recent paper in the Proceedings of

the London Mathematical Society.f The present investigation had been

begun and the essential results of §§ 1 and 2 obtained and communicated to

Professor Bôcher before the appearance of Hardy's paper.

The principal results of the present paper are contained in Theorems I, II,

IV, and V. The method of proof in these four theorems is a. development of

that used by Riemann in proving a certain lemma (cf. Riemann, Mathematische

Werke, 2d ed., p. 246). This lemma appears as a special case of Theorem II

if we take f„(a) = sin2 na/n2a2.

§ 1.   Convergence factors in summable series.

Theorem I.    If the series
u0 + ux + u2+ •■■

is summable and has the value S, then the series

(1) F(^) = u0 + uxfx(a) + u2f2(a) + ...
t

will be absolutely convergent and continuous for all positive values of a, and

will approach S as its limit when a = + 0, provided the convergence factors

fx(a),f2(a), ■■ • satisfy the following conditions :

(a) fn{a) ig continuous (a = 0),

(&) |/„(*)l<-2+^ («><>),

(±_ /„(0)=1,
♦Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1904), p. 62.

fSer. 2, vol. 4 (1906), part 4 ; p. 247. Haedy's results are somewhat similar to Theorems

I and II below, but the conditions imposed on the convergence factors are decidedly different, and

bis theorems are on the whole less far reaching. His requirement, in the case of summable

series, that the differences between two successive convergence factors be positive, will, I think,

be found unnecessary if a method of proof analogous to the proof of Theorem I of this article be

followed.
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(¿)       /n(a)-2/»+i(«)+/»+2(*) = 0*      (O^(i05«,5c;n = 0,l,...),t

where N, p, c, and L are positive constants.

We must first derive the following further condition which is satisfied by the

convergence factors,

(/) l/„(«)-/n+i(«)l<^ («X».

where Lx is a positive constant.

We have from condition (b)

and consequently

n=n

= t {/.(«) -2/B+1(«)+/„+2(«)}.
»MM

Hence by virtue of condition (e)

*     X /"•    7 L
\f«(a)-f*+Áa)\<]Zntf^<Jn_xx1^dx = (l+p)(n- iy+oa"

& L 01+     L
21+<>-

*»+<•   .        1 + p

nl+ca',\7i—1/ n1+'a'

For 71 = 1 we have from condition ( 6 )

(«>0;»S2).

2N    2N

and from condition (a)
M

(4) l/i(«)-/.(«)I <ärr, (o<«<i),

where If is the greatest numerical value of [fx(a) — f2(a)] in the interval

0 = a = 1. Choosing as Lx the greatest of the thre equantities M, 2N, and

21+"7/(l + p) we get (/) by combining (2), (3), and (4).

We shall next prove that the series (1) is absolutely convergent for every

positive value of a.    Let
n

* We may substitute for the inequality in ( d ) the condition

(•") /„(a)-2/„+1(a)+/„+,(a)^0.

If ( d ) ( or ( d' ) ) holds for all values of n and a, ( e ) is unnecessary,

t For n = 0 we take here /„ ( a ) = 1.
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a       «o + *!+••• + *,

°» ~ n + 1

If for the sake of uniformity we let S_2 = S_x = 0, we have

(5) un = (n + l)Sn-2nSn_x + (n-l)Sn_2      (» = o, l, 2, • ■-),

and consequently

whence it follows that

We can, therefore, take k so that

<k (»SD.

Combining this with condition (b) we see that the terms of (1) are, if we omit

the first, less in absolute value than the corresponding terms of the series

,A     Nk
¿-i.

Since this last series is convergent, the absolute convergence of (1) and the ex-

istence of F( a ) for values of a > 0 follow at once.

We may by virtue of (5) write

(6) F(a) = ±{(n+l)Sn-2nSn_x + (n-l)Sn_2}fn(a).
n=0

In the series (6) we have a right to leave out the parentheses, since it is con-

vergent, since each parenthesis contains only three terms, and since by condi-

tion ( b ) the general term of the resulting series has the limit zero. Moreover,

in this latter series we have a right to rearrange the terms so that terms involv-

ing the same S are grouped together, since in the rearrangement we do not

carry any term over more than three terms.    Hence

(7) n«)-t(n + l)Sn{fn(a)-2fn+l(a)+fn+î(a)}.
n=0

Placing

(8) K=S+*»
we have

F(a) = S±(n + l){fn(a) - 2/B+1(«) +fn+i(a)}

+ 2» + l ) {/.(«) - 2/n+1(«) +/B+2(a) }.
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But

È (» + !){/.(«) - 2/n+1(«) +/n+s(«)} = 1 - (» + 2)/„+1(«) + (» + l)fn+2(d).

Whence, by condition ( 6 ),

£(» + !) {/.(«) - 2/B+1(«) + /.„(«)} = 1 («>•),
n=0

and (9) reduces to

(10) F(a) - S=±en(n + 1 ){/.(«) - 2fH+l(a) + /n+2(«)}.
n=0

By (c) the series on the right hand side of (10) converges when a = 0 and

has the value 0. Accordingly, if we can show that it is uniformly convergent

for values of a = 0 our theorem will be proved, since by condition (a) each

term is a continuous function of a.

Given a positive quantity 8, arbitrarily small, we wish to show that we can

choose q so large that

(11) E «„(» + !){/.(«) - 2/n+1(«) +/„«(«)}
lisp

Take m > 2 and such that

<S      (v>,»>g, agO)

pc2+"S

(12) k|<? = pc2+; + pN+ pc2Li + 2^c2L ("=m)-

We first consider values of a in the interval 0 < a < c/2, and represent by

s the greatest integer less than c/a. Let p and v be any two integers such

that
m = p = v.

Three cases must be considered :

(A) p = s<v,

(B) v^s,

(G)                                                   p,>s.

Beginning with case (.4) we write

(13) HfeSn + l){fn(a)-2fn+l(a)+fn+2(a)} = ± + ± = Rx + B2.
n=n ¡t. »+1

By virtue of (d)m and (12) we have for 2?,

(14) |Ä1|<»,±(« + l){/B(a)-2/B+1(«)+/n+2(a)}

_=Wl-/.+i(«)-(* + l)[/.+i(«)-/.+2(«)]}-

* The substitution of (d') for (d) occasions only a slight modification of the proof.
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From condition (6) we get

N ^. N
(15) |/.+i(a)| < [■■(, + l)a]2+p = (Mí'

and from condition (f)

(16) (« + l)|/,+.(«)-/,+8(a)|<[(a+¿11)a]^^-

By combining (14), (15), and (16) we obtain

(IT) \Bx\<v\l + ^ + ^c2+9-r cp

According to condition (e) we have for R2

|A2|<7,¿(n + l)|/n(a)-2/B+1(a)+/n+2(«)|<^É^J^-
#+i a   »+i    '•

Furthermore

2

' ps*'

Hence

^(n+i)   f*»+i- _r  jl     _L__T  ri.    _i_1
èi  7t2+>   <J.   ar^-^-L     px»     (l+R)xl+>'l<lps<> + (l + py+<>]<,

\ß^<T,pJidy
But

3 = î-l
a

or

«« = c- a>c— 2=2'

so that we have finally for R2,
21+"7

(18) \Bt\<i — .

Combining (13), (17), and (18) we get

£ «.(» + 1) {/.(«) -2/.+1(a)+/„+i(«)}

<
pc2+" + piV+ pc27. + 21+> c27     ,

"-SFÏ-=S- pc

We consider next case (B).    We have

£«.(» + !){/.(«)- 2/.+I(«)+/.+1(«)}
»=n

^iI(» + i){/.(«)-2L(«)+U«)}
0
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-9{1 -/.«(*)-(« + l)[/.+l(«)-/.+*(«>]}

^{i + l/.+,(«)l + («+i)|/.+,(«)-/.+,(«)|}

<v\
.       If   , LA        pc2+" + PN+ Pc2Lx
1+^ + ^} = ^-j3*r-    -^-

For case (C) we have

£\(» + i-).{/.(«) -2/;+1(«)+/„+2(«)}

^£(» + l)|/n(«)-2/„+1(«)+/„+2(«)|
»+1

^ V w + l 2,+'7 21+pc27

pC
= 7/ pc2+p <8.

Thus we have proved (11) in all three cases for 0 < a < c/2, the value of q

being equal to m.

For values of a = c/2 we have from condition (e)

L«.(»+i> !/.(«)-2/U,C) +/.„(«))

¿*l€nl „2+p = \C,/

7^¿(7l+A)
»2+P

where 2T is the greatest numerical value of the quantities e0, e,, e2, ■ • ■.    Since

the series

^n + 1

,2+p

is convergent, we can find mx such that

£\(»+i){/.(«)-2/Ui(«)+/.+i(«)} <s    ("KID-
m=p.

For a = 0 the inequality (11) is obviously satisfied for all values of q since

each f(a) = 1. If, therefore, we choose for q the greater of the two quanti-

ties m and m,, it will hold for all values of a = 0, as was to be proved.

Convergence factors of the form cb(na) are an important class, and it is

interesting to note what restrictions may be placed on ob (ce) in order that the

conditions of Theorem I may be satisfied.    We will show that if

(i)

(Ü)

!</>(*)! <¿2-+7 (*>o),
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(iii) <b"(x) exists and cb"(x) = 0* (OSix^c),

(") l*"(«)l<jç? (*>°>'

then the functions eb(0) = l, cb(a), eb(2a), ■■■ satisfy the conditions of

Theorem I.

Condition (a) follows from the fact that the second derivative of cb(x) exists

for all vaines of x = 0.   Conditions (6) and (c) follow at once from (i) and (ii).

We have (cf. Markoff, Differenzenrechnung, § 8)

(19)    cb(na)-2cb[(n + l)a~\ + cb[(n + 2)a-\ = a2cb"[(n+0)a]    (o<0<2).

Hence by virtue of (iii) condition (d) will be fulfilled, if c is there replaced by c/3.

Finally, by (19) and (iv)

|*(«a)-2*[(»+l)a] + *[(n+2)a]|<;¡F^       («>0; .= 1, 2, •■•),

and (e) is satisfied.

The theorem of Fejér mentioned in the introduction, in which the conver-

gence factors are functions of not, is not, in its greatest generality, a special case

of Theorem I, but becomes so if we exclude from it all functions whose first

derivatives have an infinite number of maxima and minima in the neighborhood

of the origin. I shall show this by proving that if we have a function eb(x)

which satisfies the conditions of Fejér's theorem and whose first derivative has

not an infinite number of maxima and minima in the neighborhood of the origin,

then it will satisfy (i)—(iv).

Fejér's conditions are

M
(o) l*(*)l<'3T, (*>D.

M
(&) l<*>»|<-2+7 <■>!),

x-

(c) #(0)-l,

(d) \cb"(x)\<pî (0<.<1),

where M, p and p are positive constants.

From (d) it follows that ep(x) is continuous in the interval 0 =x= 1.    We

can therefore choose a positive constant N greater than M and greater than the

* We may substitute for (iii)

(iii') 0"(i)^O (Oiigt).

t (d) is not explicitly stated as a condition, but is used in the course of the proof.
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greatest numerical value of eb(x) in the interval 0 = x = 1, so that we have

\4>(«)\<tfr, (*>o).

and consequently (i) is satisfied. Condition (ii) is identical with (c). Since

eb'(x) has not an infinite number of maxima and minima in the neighborhood

of the origin, either (iii) or (iii') must be satisfied. By taking for L the greater

of the two quantities J7and p we have in view of (b) and (d)

|<r>"(*)l<^-p (*><».

and (iv) is satisfied.

Thus we see that Theorem I, when applied to functions of na, includes

all functions satisfying Fejér's conditions that are likely to be useful as con-

vergence factors. In addition to this it includes an important class of functions

that are not included in Fejér's theorem, i. e., functions that satisfy (i)—(iv)

but whose second derivative becomes infinite in the neighborhood of the origin.

An example of such a function is e~¿%.

A general theorem which includes Fejér's theorem as a special case but does

not include functions of the type just mentioned is obtained by replacing condi-

tion ( d ) of Theorem I by the condition

l/,(«)-2/n+1(«)+/B+2(a)|<^«2 (O^a^c).

The proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem I.

§ 2.   Convergence factors in convergent series.

Theorem I is evidently applicable to convergent series since every convergent

series is summable. When dealing with convergent series, however, we do noc

need to place as much restriction upon the convergence factors as in the general

case of a summable series. This is shown by the following theorem which in

many respects is more general than Theorem I :

Theorem II.    If the series

(20) uo + Ui + u2+...

converges to the value A, then the series

(21) u0 + uxfx(a) + u2f2(a) + ...

will be absolutely and uniformly convergent for all values of a = 0 and

therefore will define a continuous function, provided the convergence factors *

*That the series (21 ) converges more rapidly than (20) appears from oondition (b).
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fx(a), f2(a), ■■■ satisfy the following conditions:

(a) fn(a) is continuous (ago),

(ft) l/.(«)l<3c^5i+5 (a>0)-

W /„(0) = l,

(<*) /,(^-/„+i(«) = 0* (.Sl,OS.«Si),

(«) !/.(«)-/,+i(«)l<^ («>*).

where JV, />, c and 7 are positive constants.

We must first derive from the given conditions the following further

condition :

if) \fÂ*)\<K («SO)
where K is a positive constant.

We know from condition (d) f that, for a given value of a less than c, the

functions fn(a) form a sequence that never increases as long as na does not

exceed c. For each value of a < c we pick out the greatest integer »• = c/a.

This r satisfies the inequality

(22) ^<7-«S=c.

We have furthermore

(23) /(«)S/.(a)S/p(«) (0<na<c).

But by condition (a) we can find a positive constant J7 such that

\fx(a)\<M (0<a<c),
and from (ô) and (22)

\fr(a)\ <(raf+p<   cI+"   '

so that if we taire as Kx the greater of the two quantities M and 21+*>Ar/c1+'>,

we have by (23)

\fn(a)\<Kx (0<«a<c).

For na = c we have from condition (b)

N         N_<_
(wa)1+(> —c1

I /■(«)!<-¡—<t— <JT (na>c).

* This is the only condition that is not satisfied by the convergence factors of Theorem I.   We

may substitute for it the condition

[d') /.(«)-/hi(«)£> (O^na^c).

If ( d ) (or ( d' )) holds for all values of n and a, (e) is unnecessary.

t If we use ( d' ) instead of ( d ), the inequality signs in (22) are reversed, but this does not

affect the reasoning.
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For a = 0 we have from condition ( c )

/„(0)=1.

Hence if we choose _ST greater than either of the two quantities Kx and 1, we have

the desired condition (f).    Place now

u0 + ux + u2+ ■■■ + un_x = A+en

so that

lim e = 0,

and let 8 be an arbitrarily small, positive quantity. Since by condition (a)

each term of (21) is a continuous function of a, our theorem will be proved if

we can show that a positive integer q exists for which

(24) £«,/,(«)

Determine a value of m > 2 such that

<o (^^?i«ä0).

oc9 8
(25) |e|<Ti = 1-£—ff-T (n>ro).v    ' I »1^- '     4pc"If+ 2"L

We first consider values of a in the interval 0 < a < c/2.    Then

(26) ntuJn(a) = £(en+x-e)fin(a)

= - «,/,(-«) + £ %+. [/.(«) -/„+.(«)] + w,+>(«)-

Let s be the greatest integer less than c/a, and p and i» any two integers for

which

m = p = i».

Three cases must be considered :

(A) p^s<v,

(B) v^s,

(C) p>s.

Beginning with (A) we put

(27)       £\+1 [/» -x+l(«)] = £ + £ = ä, + a,.
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By virtue of (d),* (f), and (25) we have for Rx

l^l|-£|Vl|[/n(«)-/n+l(«)]

(28)

<*E [/.(«)-/„+i(«)]=«[/.(«) -/1+1(«)]<2i?.
»»

For H2 we have by condition (e)

*,i=£k+. [/.(«)-/.+.(«)] i

< a» t?1ri+r< a" J,   x1+p ~ a> [^J, <p~sfa~<''

s(ï_i)«_c_«>

7)2<>7

«+1

But

sa :
C      c

C-2 = 2'

and hence

(29) |£,|<- pc*

Combining (26), (27), (28), and (29) we get

£»„/„(«) ¡ = KM')\ +I *.l +1^.1 + Ki/-+i(«)l
„.      „T^      772"7      _ ripcr-K+2rL~\     ,

We consider next case (B).    We have

£^„+i [/„(«)-/„+,(«)]

<V± [/„(«) -/.«(«)] = « [/„(«) -/.«(«)] < 2Ä..

Combining this result with (26) we get

2X/.(«) <|«(1A(«)j + 2JEÎj+|er+1/,+1(a)|<4Jr»7<S.

For case ( C) we have

I* " 77 7  "    1 2f>7

l2>„+.[/.(«)-/.+1(«)] <'?Zl/,(«)-/n+i(«)l<V^ñi+T<'?-pcp-'
. n I «+i a   i+i " rc

which combined with (26) gives

1 The substitution of ( d' ) for ( d ) occasions only a slight modification of the proof.
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Hence the desired inequality (24) is satisfied in all three cases, q being equal

to m.

For all values of a = c/2 we have

lMn/n(a)l  <W1+Pal+P=   n1+l'Cl+l'

where B is the largest numerical value of the terms w0, ux, u2, ■ • •.    The series

X l/n1+p converges, and therefore we can choose mx such that

£«./.(«)   <« (v^u>rnx;«^).

When a = 0 the series (21) becomes the series (20), and we can so choose

n=v

S   Un\ <8 ("S/»S«t).

Thus, finally, if we take for q the greatest of the three values m,mx, and m2,

we have the desired inequality (24).

The convergence factors e~no- satisfy the conditions of Theorem II.    Hence if

the series

axx + axr + a2r2+ ■■•

is convergent, the series

a0 + axre-* + a^e-2" -|-

converges unL* '.illy i»> Uie interval a = 0.   If now we set e~a = x/r, it follows

that
,2

+  ...

or

«o + °i»,(*) + air,(*)

aa + axx + a2x2 +

converges uniformly in the interval 0 = x = r.    Hence Theorem II includes

Abel's theorem as a special case.

§ 3.  Summable integrals.     General facts and lemmas.

Let f(x) be a function which is integrable in every finite interval lying in

the interval a = x.    Then the integral

r f(x)dx

shall be said to be summable if the limit

ii™[i£fy{ß)dßda]
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 21
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exists ; and we attach to the integral the value of that limit. The agreement of

this definition with the ordinary definition o<" a integral, is shown by the fol-

lowing theorem :

Theorem HI. Every convergent integral is summdble, and the process of

summation gives the value of the integral ordinarily defined.*

Put

r f(x)dx= A

and

I   f(x)dx = A + e(x),

so that

lim € ( x ) = 0.
x=tn

Then

xi  }.f(ß)dßda-xi   lA + e(aKda=A-lc~+xi   e(a)da-

Since the second term approaches zero as x becomes infinite, our theorem will

be proved if we can show that the same is true of the third term. Let S be a

positive constant as small as we please, and choose m so that

8
|«(«)|<2 (aSm>0).

Then for values of x = m we have

l£e(a)da\^l\£e(a)da\+l\£e(a)da\
\x

The second of these terms reduces to

x — m

x
■(d)\ (•»<«'<*)

and is therefore less than 8/2.    We can also choose p so that when x > p the

first term is less than 8/2.    Accordingly, since 8 is arbitrary,

^[¿X"e(a)rf,]=0,

and our theorem is proved.

I shall next establish a series of lemmas that will be needed in the proof of

the theorem concerning the introduction of convergence factors into summable

integrals.

*Tbe substance of this theorem is stated without proof by Habdy in an article in the Quar-

terly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 35 (1903-04), p. 54.
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Lemma 1.    If f(x) is uniformly continuous for values of x = k > 0, then

there exists a positive constant M such that

\f(x)\<Mx (* = k).
Let us choose 8 such that

(30) \f(x + h)-f(x)\<l (|*|SS¿;«2*).

Then for every a; = Awe can find a y = 0 such that

x = k + y8.

If n is the greatest integer not exceeding y, we have by (30)

\f(k + yB)-f(k)\<n+l (S>0),
and therefore

\f(k + y8)\       \f(k)\       n+1
k + y8      ^ k + y8~*~ k + y8

For values of y in the interval 0 = y < 1 we have, since n = 0,

|/(* + yS)[   „ |/(*)|      1     ^
Jfe-fyS       <•      k      + k~    l-

For values of y =£ 1, since y = n = 1,

l/(* + y*)l J/(*)l , » + 1^ !/(*)! , 2
/fc + yS      ^      A     +    nS    =      ¿     + 8 ~     2*

If then we choose as M the larger of the two constants Kx and K2, we have

\f(k + y8)\<M(k + y8) (lïft),
or

|/(»)|<J& («S»).

Lemma 2. If f(x) is uniformly continuous for values of œ = <i;>0,

then f(x)/xf (where p is any positive constant) is uniformly continuous in the

same interval.

We can assume without loss of generality that k = e, where e is the base of

natural logarithms; for, if it is not, it follows that f(x)/x1' is uniformly con-

tinuous in the closed interval k = x = e since it is continuous in it.

From Lemma 1 it follows that there exists a positive constant M such that

x

Given 6 positive and arbitrarily small, let us choose 8 less than e/2M and

such that

\f(x + h)-f(x)\<j« (x^k;0<h^o).
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(31) (x+hy x" sj> + ï5?I/(" + *>-A«)I

+ 1/0») I
For the first term on the right hand side we have

(32)

\(x + hy     x?

\f(x + h)-f(x)\<¥^ = ^    (x^k;Q<h^6).
(x + hy

Also from the Law of the Mean

1 1 — ph

and hence
(a; + h)"     x"     (x + 6hy+l (O<0<1),

I/O») I
But

(x + hy   x"

xph p
<M-£Tx=M^h (*>*;0<A<<J).

Consequently

(33)

§<*

l/(*)l

(P>0).

M8<2      (*^fc;0<A^<5).

<« (r>fc;0<AS<f),

(x + hy    &

Combining (31), (32), and (33) we have

f(x + h)_f(x)\
(x + hy x+

and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 8.    Iff(x) is uniformly continuous for values of x = k > 0, and

the integral

£f(x)dx

is summable, then

We know from Lemma 2 that f(x)/x is uniformly continuous for values of

x S k.    Given e, let us choose a positive 8 < k and such that

(34)

Let

f(x + h)     f(x)
<;x + h '.

(x>k; 0<A^2rf).
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Then

m «.)-ííS=ii.
Moreover, since ümx=KS(x) exists, we can so determine x0 = k that

(36) !£(*')-£(<»)I <^ (x>>x>x0).

But we have *

(x + 28)S(x + 28)-2(x + 8)S(x + 8) + xS(x) = 8>f(x + 08)   (o<0<2),

whence by (36)

P\f(x + 6&)\ < (x + 28)\S(x + 28) - S(x + &)\

+ x\S(x + 8)-S(x)\<2^lll    c-e%).

Consequently, since x + 8 < 2x, we get

f(x + 08) 2(x + 8)e      2(x + S)e      2e
<(x + 68)6<       x      6<3 l"-%>-¡C + tfS

It follows then from (34) that

<e (i^ip),
|/(*)|

cc

and therefore

limT.m-
Before taking up the other lemmas, I wish to introduce the following notation.

Let

(37) j'f(x)dx = f(x) + Cl,       fir(x)dx = x(x) + G2.
Then

(3g)      xS(x) =££f(ß)dßda =£ [>(«) - *(«)] da

— *(<») - xf(a) - x(a) + a^r(a).

Lemma 4.   If' f( x)is uniformly continuous for values ofx — k~>0, and the

integral

I   f(x)dx

is summable, then

From Lemma 3 it follows that for a given positive but arbitrarily small e, we

* Cf. Makkoff : Differenzenrechnung, § 8.
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can choose a positive x0 > a such that

I f(x)       e

\x\<2 (* = *°>-
We have also from (37)

Ír(x)-ylr(xo) = (x-xo)f[xo+0(x-xo)~¡ (o<e<i),

and consequently

f(x) IV'K) x — xn f[xa+d(x-xa)]

xo+0(x-xo)

x0+6(x-x0)

Choose xx = x0 and such that

Then

x

f(x0)

^(x0)

\f(x)\

and accordingly
x-

<r,

<«

+ 2    (*=*i>)-

(xgx,).

(*s«l),

Lemma 5.    If we have a function cb(x) such that

lim [</>(«)] = C,        lim[oS"(a;)] = 0

where G is any constant, then it follows that

lim [eb'(x)] =0.

Given £ positive and arbitrarily small, let us choose B such that

(39) |*(«0-*(»)|<ii        l*"0»)l<| W>*±B).
From the Law of the Mean

cb(x + l)-ep(x) = cb'(x + e) (0<e<l),
and therefore

(40) \4,'(x+6)\<~ (^i).

Applying again the Law of the Mean, we have

cp'(x+l)-eP'(x+6) = (l-0)cb" (x+ff) (9<e'<l),

from which it follows, by (39) and (40), that

\ep'(x+l)\<\cb'(x + e)\+\ep"(x + ff)\<e (¡t>¿).
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Consequently

Hm [+'(«)]-0.
X=aC

Lemma 6.    If f(x) is uniformly continuous for values of x = k~> 0 and

the integral

f(x)dx

is summdble, then

\im[S(x)~\ = Q.

We have from (38)

(41) S"(x)-2x(x)-2nx) +/{X)     2(x(«)-«^(«))
^     ' *    ' Xs X2 X x3

From Lemmas 3 and 4 it follows that

and from equation (38) that

£[«£>]-•■

Hence from (41)

lim[£"(x)] = 0.
X=oo

Accordingly, since by hypothesis S(x) approaches a limit when x = oo, we

have by Lemma 5

lim[»S"(x)] = 0.

Lemma 7.    If we have a function of two variables eb(a, x) such that

(a) eb(a, x) is  continuous   in  x  and  in   a   separately   in   the   region

JSfa = X S ¡Bj,  «1,^«^«,),
(6) ^(«, a;) and ep'f(a, x) exist and

\ep'f(a,x)\<C

in the region B, then eb'x(a, x) is continuous in a in the region B.

Take any point ( aQ, x0 ) that lies in the region B.    Choose a constant Ax

such that x0 + Ax lies in the interval x2 = x = xx and

(42) IH<¿.

where e is an arbitrarily small, positive constant.
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Then choose n such that

(43) \ej>(d,xt + Ax)-ep(aB, x„ + Ax)|<jAx       (l«'-«,|0)l»

e
(44) |«p(a', x0) — eb(a0,x0)\ <|Ax (la-aJO).

By the Law of the Mean

(45) ^^ + ^l-^^ = eb'z(d,x0 + e^)      (o<«i>,

(46) eP(a0,x0 + ^-<f>(^-o)=€ia^Xg + ^y       (0<r<1).

By subtraction of (46) from (45) and with the aid of (43) and (44) we obtain

(47) \cb't(d,xo + êAx)-^(ao,xll+0'Ax)\<ei + ei^l     (W-a.Kv).

Applying again the Law of the Mean we have

«tV(«', x0 + 0Ax) - ep'x(d, x0) = eAxeb'x'(d, x0 + f/^Ax)      (0<fl1<l),

fcOV *o + ***) - &(«„' <*o) = ^<r\I(<V *» + W*«)    (0<«î<D.

whence it follows by subtraction that

\+W> *o) - £(«» *o)l - \<P'Â«'> *o + *¿x) - £(«„, x0 + fTAx|

+ O^Ax] \.eb'f(at, x0+6'xff*x)\ + $\6x\ \ep'x'(d, x0 + f?,t9Ax)|.

In combination with (6), (42), and (47) this gives

l<rS*(a'»a!o)-&(<V!»o)l<€ (k-'.K'),

and the lemma is proved.

§ 4.     Convergence factors in summable integrals.

Theorem IV.    If the function f(x) is uniformly continuous for all values

of 'x = a, where a it any positive constant, and the integral

£f(x)dx

is summable and has the value S, then the integral

(48) F(a) = £f(x)ep(a,x)dx

* It is assumed in this and in the following similar inequalities that a' lies in the interval
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will be absolutely convergent and continuous for all positive values of a and

will approach S as its limit when a = + 0, provided the convergence factor

eb(a, x) satisfies the following conditions for x = a:

(a) <b(a, x) is continuous in (a, x) (a = 0),

(6) cp'x'(a, x) exists and is continuous in (a,x) (<x^0),

(c) l«K«<:»)l<5C*+7^+-p («>»)•

(d) cb(0,x) = l,

(e) ep'x'(a,x) = 0* (0<*a^c),

(/) ICK*)I<¿4^ (»>0).

where If,p,c, and L are positive constants.

We must first derive from the given conditions the following further condi-

tions which hold for x = a :

(g) ef>'x(a, x) is continuous in a (o=0),

(A) ^^»^K^ (»>°>-

Consider the function cp(a, x) in the region B(B = x = a; a = 0). By

condition (a) this function is continuous throughout B. We can also show at

once that its second derivative with regard to x remains finite in the region B.

For from ( b ) we know that a positive constant M exists such that

\<p'x\a-,x)\ <M (i^gailga^O),

and from condition (/) we have

IC(«<<»)l<¿a+7^<^ (* = *=«Î«>1).

Accordingly the function ef>(a, x) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 7. Con-

sequently cp'x(a, x) is continuous in a in the region B, and therefore in the

region x = a, a = 0.

By virtue of conditions (c) and (f) we have

lim[oS(a,x)] =0 (a>0),

lim [£'(«, x)]=0 (a>0).

* We may substitute for ( e ) the condition

(C) *;'(a,z)^0 (O^za^c).

If ( e ) (or ( e' ) ) holds for all values of x and a, ( / ) is unnecessary.
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Hence by Lemma 5 it follows that

(49) Hm [&(«, *)] - 0 (a>0),
Z=ao

and consequently

epx(a,x)dx = — eb'x(a,x) («>0).

We have then

I ¿a;[çV(a,x)| =     I    <;»;'(«, x)rfx^  I     \cp'f(a,x)\

<jf x2+p «p rfa! - ( X + p ) xl+p ap >. a;l+p ap

Having thus established conditions (g) and (A) we can now prove the follow-

ing inequalities (50) and (51) which hold when x = a. By condition (c) we

have

,   w x Jf If
l*(«>°)l<¿í+í¿i+í<¿iF, (->»>.

and by condition ( a ) we can find a positive constant Kx such that

\eb(a, a)\<Kx (0S«si).

Denoting by K the greater of the two quantities If/a2+p and Jf^ we have

(50) \ef>(a,a)\<K (ago).

Similarly from conditions (h) and (g) we see that a positive constant G can

be found such that

(51) \eb'x(a,a)\<C (ago).

We shall next prove that the integral (48) is absolutely convergent for every

positive value of a. By Lemma 1 there exists a positive constant M such that

in the interval x = a we have

\f(x)\<Mx.
Consequently

\f(x)eb(a,x)\<xX+l¡a2+l>.

Since also the integral
r° dx

is convergent, the absolute convergence of (48) and the existence of F (a) for

values of a > 0 follow at once.

We have from (35)

F(a)= Ç"f(x)ep(a,x)dx= f~ [2S'(x) + xS"(x)~\ep(a, x)dx.
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Integrating twice by parts we get

F(a)=[S(x)cb(a,x)ya + [xS' (x)<b(a,x)Ya - [S{x)x<b'x(a,x)]:

(52) r«> r°° i i
— j    S(x)eb'x(a, x)dx + I    S(x) [eb'x(a, x) + xcb"x(a, x)] dx.

•Ja t/a

Now from the definition of S(x) both S (a) and »S"(a) are zero. As x

becomes infinite, S' (x) approaches zero by Lemma 6 and S(x) by hypothesis

approaches S. From condition (c) we see further that for all positive values of

a, cp(a, x) approaches zero as x becomes infinite.

Combining (49) with conditions (c) and (/) we obtain next

lim [xcb(a, x)] = 0 (*>0),
X=00

lim [2ep'x(a,x) + xepx(a,x)¡ =0 (a>0).

Hence by Lemma 5

lim [xeb'x(a, x) + ep(a,x)] =0 (a>0),
2=90

from which it follows that

lim [xcb'x(a, x)] = 0 (a>0).

The quantities in brackets in equation (52) therefore disappear, and we have

(53) F(a)=- f° S(x)ep'x(a,x)dx+ f S(x)[ep'x(a, x) + xeb"x(a, x)]dx.

Put
S(x)=S+e(x)

so that

lim e(x) = 0

and then substitute in (53).    We obtain

F(a)-S Ccb'x(a,x)dx+ S f [<p'x(a,x) + xcb"x(a,x)-]dx

(54) Jl J°
— I    e(x)eb'x(a,x)dx+ |    e(x)[eb'x(a, x) + xeb'x(a, x)]dx.

*Ja Ua

But

I    eb'x(a,x)dx=—cp(a, a) («>0),

J    \_4>'Aa-> x) + xeb"x(a, x)]dx= [xeb'x(a, x)]~ = - acb'x(a, a)   («>0).

Consequently (54) reduces to

(55) F(a) = cp(a, a) S — aef>'x(a, a) S +  (    e(x)xef>x(a, x)dx      (a>0).
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By condition (d)

eb'x(0,x) = 0,        oV;(0,x)=0,

and therefore the right hand member of (55) reduces to S when a = 0. Since,

by condition (b), <p"x(a, x) is a continuous function of a for all values oi a = 0,

our theorem is proved if we can show further that the integral in the right hand

member of (55) is uniformly convergent in the interval a = 0.

Given an arbitrarily small, positive quantity, 8, let us choose m>a and

such that

pc'+i'S
(56) \<x)\<r> = (p + l)c2L+pc2^(aC + ir) + pN        (*=m)-

Consider first values of a in the interval 0 <; a.    Let s = c/a and p and i»

be any two quantities such that

m = p < v.

Three cases must be considered

(A) /*<«<!»,

(B) v5=s,

(C) p = s.

Beginning with (.4) we write

(57) Çe(x)xcb'f(a, x)dx= P +  P = Bx + B2.

By condition (e) we have

\BX\<.V  I   xcb'f(a,x)dx = n J   xep'f(a, x)dx.

Jxep'x'(a, x)dx = seb'x(a, s) — aeb'x(a, a) — eb(a, s) + eb(a, a)
a

and consequently, in view of (h), (c), (50), and (51),

But

I ("
|   xeb'f(a, x)da = \s(l>'Aa> *)l + \a<p'Âa> a)\ + I'M«» *)l + l<rHa» «01

7 „ N _    L       _      N       _
f aC + 3XT3T. + ^= n + «C+ ^r + ^.

^ s"a" ^        ^ s2+"a2+i' T      — c" T        T c2*'

Hence

(58) I^K^^ + aC+^ + ̂ J
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From condition (f) we have for B2,

lÄil = J   \e(x)xeb'x'(a,x)\dx<vj^  ¿i+^«fe

(59)
r    L T    a

Combining (57), (58), and (59) and using (56) we have

!   re(x)xep'x'(a,x)dx\ = \Bx\ + \B2\

^   r('P + l)c8^ + pc2+"(af? + K) + PN-\

For case (B) we have

I    €(x)x^'(a, x)áx| <t) I    st^(a,aí)=.i;       xepx(a,x)dx

T7       „     JV     _1       rPc27+pc2+'>(aC' + 7r) + />An     s

We have finally for case ( <7)

I   £(œ)sc^(a,aï)c2œ   =   I    \€(x)x<f>l(a, x)\dx

7     ,   _     r    7    , 7 c27f   2/    .   _     /•»   Z    , 7 c27
< " I     n-„ „ ax S 7i I     .        ax < 7i —■ = 7i —S3- < S.

JM x'+'>a'> 'J,   a;'+',a', ' pc*      'pc2+'>    <

sases

(60) I  re(x)x<fc:(a,x)dx|<S       (v>/»>m; o<«<^).

Hence in all three cases

For a = 0 we have

(^«).re(x)x<p;(0, x)dx= r%(x)[0]a'x<a

Finally, by taking for q the greater of the two quantities a and »t, and by

combining the results just obtained we have

I cI    e(x)xoS^(a,.x)<Zx <8 (v>/»>3;ag0),

and our theorem is proved.

We assumed in Theorem IV, for the sake of simplicity of proof, that a was

greater than zero. That this assumption really places no restriction upon the

generality of the theorem is shown by the following corollary :
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Corollary. If, in Theorem IV, a is any constant, and the convergence

factor eb(a, x) satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) for

x = b, where 6 is any positive constant, and conditions (a) and (d) for

a = x = o, the theorem holds without change.

Let

We have

I   f(x)dx = A.

I f Cf(ß)dßda = \ P Cf(ß)dßda+\ P ff(ß)dßda
* Ja    Ja * Ja    Jb * t/a    t_/a

= xjb 1 /(^)^¿a + ¿J. i /(£)<***« +¿J(   ̂ a

=íXT/(^)^a"f¿r[,/r(a)~,|r(6)]¿a:+^aj'
and consequently

S = lim - P P/(£)<*£<*« = lim - P Cf(ß)dßda + A
or

lim -  P f'f(ß)dßda =S-A.
x=« x Jb Jb

Hence the integral

£f(x)dx

is summable and has the value ( S — A ).   Therefore by Theorem IV the integral

I   f(x)cb(a,x)dx

is absolutely convergent for all positive values of a, its value G (a) is continu-

ous for such values, and

lim G(a)=S-A.
a=+0

Hence

/%b S*eX> /**>

(61)      I   f(x)cb(a, x)dx+ I    f(x)cb(a, x)dx= I    f(x)cb(a, x)dx
t/a *A */<*

is absolutely convergent for all positive values of a.

Let

Then

£f(x)<b(a,x)dx = 77(a).

77(0) = Çf(x)eb((i,x)dx=  Cf(x)dx = A.
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We have by (61)

F(a) = £ f(x)cb(a,x)dx = H(a)+ G(a),

and since 77(a) and G (a) are continuous for all values of a > 0, F (a) is

continuous for such values. Moreover, since 7T(a) and G (a) each approach

a limit when a = + 0, so also does F( a ) and we have for that limit

lim F(a) = 77(0) + lim G(a) = S.
a=+0 a=+0

§ 5.   Convergence factors in convergent integrals.

Theorem IV is applicable to convergent integrals since by Theorem III every

convergent integral is summable. As in the case of series, however, less re-

striction can be placed upon the convergence factor, as is shown in the following

theorem :

Theorem V. If the function f(x) is finite and integrable in every finite

interval lying in the interval x = a, where a is any positive constant, and the

integral

(62) £f(x)dx

converges to the value A, then the integral

(63) I   f(x)cb(a, x)dx

will be absolutely and uniformly convergent for all values of a = 0 and

therefore will define a continuous function, provided the convergence factor *

eb(a, x) satisfies the following conditions for x = a :

(a) eb(a, x) is continuous in (a, x) (ago),

(6) cb'x(a,x) exists (a>0),

(<0 l^'^K^i+T^p- (a>0)-

* That the integral (63) converges more rapidly than (62) can be shown by a method precisely

analogous to that suggested for series in a previous footnote (see page 307) Since for a given value

of a, an m can be determined such that

I  f'"f(x)<p(a,x)dx\<\  ff(x)dx\ (nSro).
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(d) <p(0,x) = l,

(e) eb'x(a,x) = 0* (0<i»ae),

(/) l^(«.*)l<^¡ (a>°)'

where If, p,c, and 7 are positive constants.

We must first derive from the given conditions the following further condi-

tion which holds for x= a:

(9) \ep(a,x)\<K (aSO),

where AT is a positive constant.

We know from condition (e) f that ef> ( a, x ), for a given value of a, either

decreases or remains constant with increasing x as long as xa does not exceed c.

We have then

(64) eb(a,a)^cb(a,x)^ep(a,^\ (0<x«<c).

But by condition (a) we can find a positive constant M «eh that

\eb(a,a)\<M (0<a<c/a),

and from condition (c)

If

{<)
</> («.»      < ci+p'

so that if we take as Kx the greater of the two quantities M and Ar/c1+p we

have by (64)

(65) |ûS(a,x)|<7i"1 (0<*a<c).

For xa = c we have from condition ( c )

(66) ^(a.^is^sjs; (^«)-

For a = 0 we have from condition ( oí )

(67)_ *(0,aO = l.

*This is the only condition that is not satisfied by the convergence factor of Theorem IV.

We may substitute for it the condition

W) rx(a.,x)^0 (O^za^c).

If ( e) (or ( e' )) holds for all values of x and a, (/) is unnecessary.

t If we substitute [ef) for (e), the inequality signs in (64) are reversed but this does not affect

the reasoning.
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Hence if we choose K greater than either of the quantities Kx and 1, we have

from (65), (66), and (67)

ep(a,x)<K (a50).

Let 8 be an arbitrarily small positive quantity. Since ef>(a, x) by condition

(a) is a continuous function of a for all values of a = 0, our theorem will be

proved if we can show that a positive quantity q exists such that

<8 (">^í¡«aO).

per 8
<r, = L + ZKpc> <«>*&->.

(68) |  fVf(x)eb(a,x)dx

Determine m > a and such that

(69) | ff(x)d.

We first consider values of a > 0.    Integrating by parts we get

Jf(x)cb(a,x)dx = \eb(a,x)jf(x)dx\ -j  \jf(x)dx\cb'x(a,x)dx

(70) *
= eb(a, i») I f(x)dx—  I        I   f(x)dx\cb'x(a,x)dx.

Let s = c/a and let p and v be any two quantities such that

m = p <iv.

Three cases must be considered :

(-4) H- < * < v,

(B) v = s,

(C) p^s.

Beginning with (A) we write

(71) £   £f(x)dx]cb'x(a,x)dx=£+£=Bx + B2.

By virtue of (69) and conditions (e) and (g) we have for Bx

™   lÄ.l=  f       Cf(x)dx~\cb'x(á,x)\dx<V f [-eb'x(a,x)]dx
(72) -V   I L Jr. J I J*

= -n[<p(a, p) - <b(a, sfl^n^a, p)\ + n\cp(a, s)\<2KV

(v>,»>m;0<a<^).

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 22
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From condition (f) we have for B2

|i?2'=X'   [£f(x)dx]&(a>x)\dx<v£ñ*hfrdx

nLV       1  I" t;7     _ t;7
a' [ — px? ]t ^p(say ~ pc* '

From (70)-(73) we get

I rf(x)cb(a, x)dx  S\ep(a,v) ff(x)dx\ + \BX\ + \B2\

~.      ~^      "7        7 + 3üTpC     .< Kn + 2Kn + -!— = n . y   = 8.
' pc* pc"

For case (B) we have

\£    £f(x)dx^4>'x(a,x)dx^£     £f(x)d-x]<b'x(a,x)\dx

<n C  [-eb'x(a,x)]dx = v[cb(a,p)-cp(a,8)]<2KT,,

which combined with (70) gives

\£f(x)ep(a,x)dx   <|<p(«, v)£f(x)dx\ +2Kv<oKr1 = v~^<8.

Finally we have for case ( C)

\£    £f(x)dx\<p'x(a,x)dx\^£   [£f(x)dx]eb'x(a,x) dx

<ljf IC(«^)Kx<n^ ¿+-dx = V£ -^~dx<n — ,

which combined with (70) gives

I/ /(*)*(«. x)dx\ < Iep(a, v) j f(x)dx\ + n —

I" _    L~\       L + Kpc"     .

Hence in all three cases we have established the inequality (68), q being taken

equal to m.

For a = 0 the integral (63) becomes the integral (62), and since the latter is

convergent, we can choose mx such that

P/(x)cS(0,x)a*x =    f f(x)dx \<8 (*>*a«h).
I J M I J IL
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To establish the inequality (68) we have now only to take q equal to the

greater of the two quantities m and mx.

Theorem V has been proved under the assumption that a is greater than zero.

As in the treatment of summable integrals, however, the theorem can easily be

extended to the case where a is any constant. We shall show this by proving

the following corollary :

Corollary. If, in Theorem V, a is any constant and the convergence factor

eb(a, x) satisfies conditions (a), (o), (c), (d), (e), and (f)for x = b, where

b is any positive constant, and conditions (a) and (d) for a =. x = b, the

theorem holds without change.

Let

£
f(x)dx = B.

«/a

We have

A= f°f(x)dx = ff(x)dx+ f°f(x)dx
da da db

and consequently

P°f(x)dx = A-B.

Hence by Theorem V

I   f(x)cb(a, x)dx «= G(a)

is absolutely and uniformly convergent for all values of a = 0 and therefore

defines a continuous function for such values.

Then

rf(x)<j>(a,x)dx+  I   f(x)ef>(a, x)dx=  I   f(x)ej>(a, x)dx
db da

is absolutely and uniformly convergent for all values of a = 0 and therefore

defines a continuous function for such values.

The convergence factor e~xa satisfies the conditions of Theorem V.    Hence if

the integral

£-
e*If(x)dx

•Ja

is convergent, the integral

r°e^-^f(x)dx

converges uniformly in the interval a = 0.    If now we set

e(*-«) _ m f        e* = m,,
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we have the theorem :

If the integral

mzxf(x)dx

is convergent, then the integral

mxf(x)dx

converges uniformly in the interval 0 = m = mx.

This theorem is due to Bonnet (cf. Liouville's Journal, vol. 14 (1849),

p. 250).
Haevaed Univkesity,

Cambridge, Mass.
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